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INTRODUCTION 
We establish the stationary scattering theory based on the limiting 
absorption principle (LAP) for the Dirac operator 
+/3mc2+ ~ajAj+V 
j=l 
in L2(R3; C4>, where {aj}Tzl and p are the Dirac matrices, (Aj},~=, a 
magnetic vector potential and I/ a scalar potential. The real-valued func- 
tions Aj and V are assumed to be short-range and with local singularities 
at most of the type 1x1 -l+‘. Also more general, non-local potentials are 
allowed. 
We utilize the trace formalism developed for Schriidinger operators by 
Kuroda [Ku], yielding two spectral representations F, of the continuous 
part of H,. The continuous spectrum of H, consists of the half-lines 
( - ~0, -mc2] and [mc2, m), the singular continuous spectrum is empty, and 
embedded eigenvalues accumulate at most at fmc2 (Theorem 3.8). The 
LAP for the free Dirac operator HOD (Lemma 3.1) follows from the LAP 
established for the free Schrodinger operator by Agmon [Ag],. This 
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implies the LAP for the full Dirac operator Ho (Theorem 3.91, once the 
singular points are identified with embedded eigenvalues (Theorem 3.5). 
In order to define the free Dirac trace operators, we diagonalize H,,, by 
means of the Foldy-Wouthuysen (F-W) transform (cf. [Bj-Dr]), as dis- 
cussed in Section 2. We then define the free trace operators far,(A) of the 
diagonalized free Dirac operator Go,,, such that (~&)]A E [mc2,~)) 
and {~Or,(h)(A E ( - 03, -mc*]) yield spectral representations of Go, re- 
stricted to states of positive and negative energy, respectively. The free 
trace operators T,,(A) of H,, are obtained from f,,o(A) via the F-W 
transform (Definition 3.2). The trace operators T&(A) of Ho in turn are 
defined in terms of 7’,,(A) and the boundary values of the resolvent of Ho 
on the upper and lower banks of the spectrum (Definition 4.1). The 
operators (T;(A)] yield spectral representations of the continuous part of 
Ho, and the scattering matrix S,(A) is the unitary operator on (L2(S2>j4, 
which connects the two representations. An explicit representation of 
So(A) is given in Theorem 4.2. Thus, once the free trace operators are 
defined via the F-W transform, the theory develops as in the case of the 
Schrbdinger operator. Asymptotic completeness follows from this in a 
standard way (Theorem 4.2). This of course is a well-known result proved 
by Enss and Thaller [En-Th] by time-dependent methods and by Yamada 
[Ya] by stationary methods. Our method is designed with the objective of 
proving an extended limiting absorption principle (ELAP) and utilizing 
this for studying analytic continuation properties of resolvent and S-matrix 
and related resonance theory, as developed in [Ba-Sk] for Schrodinger 
operators with short-range potentials. This ELAP in fact is established as 
in the case of the Schriidinger operator on the basis of the LAP and the 
trace operator formalism (Theorems 5.3 and 5.6). 
The analyticity properties of resolvent and S-matrix in this approach are 
obtained for a large class of potentials Vu, which allow splitting into a 
dilation-analytic part Vu, and an exponentially decaying part I/D*, treating 
Vo, as a perturbation of H,,, + Vu,. For this purely dilation-analytic part 
the methods of [Ba], apply to yield an analogous result for the Dirac 
operator: the resolvent has an analytic continuation and the S-matrix has 
an analytic extension to the region of dilation-analyticity with poles at 
resolvent resonances (Theorem 4.3). For this result it is crucial that the 
F-W transform is very well behaved under complex dilations (Lemma 2.3). 
Using the ELAP, the result is extended to potentials of the above type 
VI3 = VIII + VD2 (Theorem 5.7), the domain of analytic continuation 
being naturally associated (see Section 5 for a precise definition) to the 
intersection of the dilation region defined by Vu, and the parallel strip 
{zl - a < Im z < O}, where V,,,(x) = O(e-*‘l’l). 
This result allows the definition of resonances as the common poles of 
resolvent and S-matrix and of the associated resonance functions (Defini- 
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tion 6.1). Moreover, an isomorphism is established between the space of 
resonance functions and the null space of the inverse S-matrix (Theorem 
6.2). 
It is an interesting feature of the Dirac operator that the finite-dimen- 
sional eigenspaces are of even dimension. This is an immediate conse- 
quence of the existence of an anti-unitary operator commuting with the 
Dirac operator (Kramers theorem). We prove the same result for reso- 
nances. Utilizing the above isomorphism, we prove instead that the null 
space of the inverse S-matrix at the resonance is even-dimensional (Theo- 
rem 6.3). For this result we need to make the further assumption that the 
potential be diagonal and real. The proof makes use of a result on 
operators between finite-dimensional vector spaces due to B. Parisse [Pa], 
quoted as Theorem 6.4. 
Previous work dealing with the dilation-analytic theory of the Dirac 
operator is that of R. A. Weder [We], cf. also P. Seba [Se]. The present 
paper does not deal with the question of existence of resonances. For the 
existence of resonances in the semi-classical limit we refer to [Pa], extend- 
ing results of Helffer and Sjostrand [He-Sj] to the Dirac operator. In [Pa] 
we also find a proof of the even-dimensionality of resonances in that 
framework. Related results in the case where the electromagnetic poten- 
tial is linearly increasing at infinity (Stark effect) have been obtained 
recently by G. Hachem [Ha]. Let us also mention the paper [Be-Gel which 
gives sufficient conditions for the absence of embedded eigenvalues and 
quite recently the article by D. R. Grigore, G. Nenciu, and R. Purice 
[G-N-P] which intersects weakly with our paper but which was the motiva- 
tion for an additional (with respect to an earlier version [Ba-He]) Section 7 
devoted to the study of the non-relativistic limit. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We denote by @+ and C- the upper and lower half-plane respectively 
and set c+= c-‘\{O}, 
431 = a=\(( - 03, -11 u [l,@J)). 
Let (1, a~)+ denote the interval (1, a) considered as part of the boundary of 
C* and (-of), 11, the interval (- ~0, - 1) considered as part of the bound- 
aryofC*.Let 
C = c, u (-9 -l)+U(--c4, -l)~u(l,~)+u(l,w)~, 
C:= C, U (-m, -l)Tu(l,~)+. 
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By .z~‘~ we denote that branch of the square-root defined for z E C \ R’ 
by 0 < Arg z ‘I2 < V. We also let z112 denote the extension by continuity 
of this function to (O,=J)+U(O,W)-, i.e., Arg z1j2 = 0 for z E (O,co)+ and 
&-g 2112 = r for z E (0, m>-. By 6 we denote the branch of the square- 
root defined for z E C \ lk by -TT/~ < Arg fi < r/2. 
We denote by 3’ the Hilbert space L2(R3) with norm II . 112 and inner 
product (. , * >#. The space of spinors X4 is given by 
z4 = 5 fl3 a$, = f: R3 
i=l i 
--) C41 Ilfllf?r4 = j-lf(X)12 dx < c0 
i 
with inner product and norm, 
(f, g>4 = /JfW: g(x)) h7 Ilfll4 = (f, f)Y, 
where (a, . > and I * I denote th e inner product and norm on C4. The 
weighted Sobolev spaces H’,” = H’,“(R3) are defined for s, t E R by 
H jTS = fl (Ifll”W = 1 ll(1 + ry*fllIf~ < m), 
where r = (C.X!)‘/~ 
([12)1’2. Of course, H”*’ 
Ilfllw = (/&>*’ * lf14312 dW2, (5) = (1 + 
’ is the classical Sobolev space H’ and we define 
the corresponding spinor spaces by 





Ilf II ff;.s = i llfil12Ht’s ’ 
i=l 
The exponentially weighted spaces Zb are defined for b E R by 
GFb = {fl Ilf IL+ = Ileb’f ll2?< m} 
and the corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces GV”, b by 
Zfsb = (fl Ilf II &.b = Ipf lip < m}. 
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The corresponding spinor spaces are defined by 
We set k = L2(S2> and k4 = C:=‘=, CB kCij. The free Schrijdinger opera- 
tor Ha in X4 is given by Ha = Cf=‘=, 8 (-(1/2)A)i with domain Hj, 
where we have set h = m = 1. In momentum representation we write 
ci, = (l/2) i 6’ 
( I 
with domain Hfs2. 
i=l 
We denote by R,(q) the free resolvent of Ho, R,(T) = (Ho - 7)-l for 
TI e a(Ho) = [0, m). The free Dirac operator Ho, in Z4 is defined by 
where 
aj = j = 1,2,3; 
and the a; are the Pauli spin matrices: 
The matrices “j satisfy 
cYjffk + cQffj = 265 j,k = 1,2,3,4. (1.1) 
For simplicity we choose units such that m = c = A = 1 (we are not 
considering here the limits #r + 0 (see [Pa] for this question) or c + m 
(see Section 7)), so that 
Ho,,+ = i-’ C Lyj W/ax, + P+ 
j=l 
and in momentum representation, 
fiOD = on H2.l. 
j=l 
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The operator Ha, is self-adjoint. From (1.1) we obtain the identity: 
fgD = (2 + 1, H2 OD =2H + 1 0 . (1.2) 
It follows from (1.2) that the spectrum &HOD) and resolvent set p(H,,) 
are given by 
a(HOD) = ( - m, -11 u [Lm), PVOD) = Cl- 
Again by (1.2), we have 
(‘OD - l)(&,, + l) = t2 + 1 - l*; 
(&, - l)( HO,, + 5) = 2H,, + 1 - 12* 
By (1.3) the free resolvent R,,(l) of HOD is given by 
(1.3) 
‘O,(c) = (1/2)(HOD + fjRO((12 - 1)/2) for 3 E @i. (1.4) 
Let us now introduce a potential Vo which will be a symmetric opera- 
tion in X4 satisfying the following conditions, analogous to the conditions 
in [Ku] for Schrodinger operators: 
(A,) There exists s > 4 such that V, E -&(H$ -“, H:“) (the class of 
compact operators from H$ p-S into H? “> 
(A,) (v,,f, f>4 = J&&fXX), f(x>> ah E R for all f E H;’ --s 
(A,) l’, E G?<H,‘,‘, H40’ ‘+2S) (the class of bounded operators from 
H’,’ into H”*t+2s) for t E [-s, 01. 4 4 
The Dirac operator Z-J, is defined in X4 by 
H,=H,,+I/,, LqH,) = If;. 
By (A,), V, is H,,-compact; hence (also using (A,)) Hn is self-adjoint 
and the essential spectrum a,(H,) is given by 
u,(H,) = U(HOD) = ( - CQ, -11 u [l/q. 
Finally, the discrete spectrum q@o) is contained in (- 1, 1). 
Remark 1.1. A potential of the type V 8 I satisfies (Ai)- if V is 
multiplication by a real-valued function u on R3 satisfying the following 
conditions for some E, R, C > 0: 
sup / 
xER3 kYlI1 
lu( y)121x - yl-‘-E dy < m 
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and 
/ , -y,~llu(Y)12 dY 5 Clxl --lb& 
for 1x1 2 R 
x < 
(cf [Ba],). Thus, local singularities of the type Ix,, - y ( -‘+’ are allowed. A 
potential satisfying (AtHA,) which is not of this type is, for example, the 
magnetic vector potential Cf= l~iAi, where A,, A,, A, are real-valued 
functions on R3 satisfying the above conditions. 
2. THE FOLDY-WOUTHUYSEN TRANSFORM 
The Foldy-Wouthuysen transform, diagonalizing the free Dirac opera- 
tor, is defined according to [Bj-Dr], as follows: For fixed 6 E R3 let &> 
be the unitary 4 x 4 matrix defined by 
where 
e(t) = (2t) -’ arctan t for t > 0. (2.2) 
The matrix &S> transforms fic&$> into 
$D = &>&,D(~>6-1(~> = 
(1 + py2 
o 
where (1 + t2)l12 is a 2 x 2 diagonal matrix. 
Let us remark that 8(1(I) is smooth (real analytic), also at 5 = 0, since 0 
is an even function. The function 8 also has the following properties: 
fi;e(t) = i/2, lim e(t) = 0, e(t) is decreasing. (2.3) 
-s t-m 
For our purpose it is important to note the following properties of 0 as 
a function of a complex variable. Consider 
e(u) = (2~)~~ arctanu = (4iu)-’ * log((1 + iu)/(l - iu)), (2.4) 
where log w  is the branch of Log w  defined for (Arg WI < rr by log w  = 
log [WI + i Arg w. Note that the map w(u) = (1 + iu)/(l - iu) is a bijec- 
tion of the right half-plane {ulRe u > 0) onto the upper half-plane C+. 
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Moreover, w(u) + - 1 as IU 1 + 03, w(O) = 1, w(i) = 0, Iw(u)l + m as 
u -+ -i. This implies 
LEMMA 2.1. Given 0 < 6 < r/2, there exist E, K > 0 such that, for 
l Arg u I I 5r/2 - 6, we have 
Log E I Log Iw(u)l < Log K. (2.5) 
The Foldy-Wouthuysen transform in the &representation is the unitary 
operator G on Z4 defined by (C&X,$) = &[)g@). On X4 it is given by 
G = S-‘&SC, where Y= X4=, @ qi,, and qi., is the Fourier- 
Plancherel transform on L$(R3). G transforms H,, into 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ‘%(p) be the dilation group on Z4: 
(Q(Pb)(4 = P3’2g(Px) for p E R+, g E X4. 
Setting G(p) = Q(p)GQ(p-‘) for p E R+, we have 
LEMMA 2.3. G(p) has an analytic extension G(z) to the right half-plane 
{zl I Arg zl < r/21 as a B(J$-valued and also as a LU$‘~“)-valued and 
a @(II; ‘9 ” )-valued function. 
Proof. Consider the &representation where 
(Q(PhT)(O = P-3’2g(P-15). 
For p E R+, 
~(~7 P> = Q,(P)q5YqP-1) 
= exp(Pu .5 * Itl-1(4i)-‘log((p + il5l)/(p - ikl))). 
For all 5 E R3 and I Arg z I _< a/2 - 6 we have by Lemma 2.1, 
Loge 5 ReLog((z + iItl)/(z - iI[l)) I Log K. W-9 
Also, we have 
-(T - 26) I ImLog((z + il.$l)/(z - ii(I)) 5 T - 26. (2.7) 
By (2.6) and (2.7), for all 5 E IX3 and (Arg z( 5 r/2 - 6, 
Ilew{ba . 5 * 151-‘(4i)-1 lw((z + iltl)/z - il~l)}ll~~~~~ 
I K, exp( 1/4)IIPd 
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where K, = ((r - 26j2 + #l/2 K, = max{]log ~1, llog KI). Letting 
6 + 0, the lemma follows for &!G&. 
The same estimates yield the result with Z$ replaced by H$’ and 
H$‘, where also the smoothness of 8 at 5 = 0 is used. 
3. LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE 
By the limiting absorption principle (LAP) for the free Schriidinger 
operator Ha (Agmon [Ag],), the following limits exist for s > i and 
/.L E (0,~) in the uniform topology of &?(HT s, H2 -“), uniformly on 
compact sets: 
R&b f i0) = l&R&L &- i&). 
(Here E + +0 means E + 0 with E > 0.) From this we obtain: 
LEMMA 3.1. The following limits exist in the uniform operator topology of 
a( HT”, H$ -9, uniformly on compact sets: 
&,(A f i0) 
= E~yoR,,(h & ie) 
= 
i 
(Wood + W%(((A2 - O/2) + iO> for A E (1,~) 
W7-)(HoD + Wo(((A2 - W2) q io) forh E (-03, -1). 
Let us recall that the free trace operator for the Schrijdinger operator 
T,,(A) is defined on Hi*’ for s > i by 
T&)f = ro(~l”~>f: 
where yJp)g = g(p, * ) for g E I!?$’ (using polar coordinates). Note that 
T&d E @(H,‘,s, II,), T;(p) E &4,, Hq1+29 -9. 
Let us also recall that the spectral density E&L) for the free Schro- 
dinger operator H,, is given for p > 0 by 
E:(p) = (1/2i7r){R,(p + i0) - R,(~L - iO)} 
= *CL 1 “*‘To*(p)To(p). P-1) 
Let us now compute the spectral density for the free Dirac in the 
Foldy-Wouthuysen representation. The spectral density I?bD(A) of Ho,, is 
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given for A > 1, setting p = (A2 - 1)/2 by 
&,(A) = (1/2i7r)(&,(h + i0) - &,(A - iO)} 
= ((1 + 2H,)“2 + A)(1/4i7r) 
X {R,(( A2 - 1)/2 + i0) - R,(( A2 - 1)/2 - iO)}P+ 
= (l/2) * ((1 + ~II&,)“~ + A)E;((A2 - 1)/2)P+ (3.2) 
and for A < - 1 by 
&,(A) = (1/2i7r){&,(A + i0) - &,(A - i0)) 
= (-(1 + 2H,)“2 + A)(1/4ip) 
x{R,((A2 - 1)/2 - i0) - &((A2 - 1)/2 + iO)}P- 
= (l/2) * ((1 + 2H,)“2 - A)E;((A2 - 1)/2)P-. (3.3) 
Here P+= ii and P-= “0: . 
( 1 ( 1 
Note that &,(A) E L@kZ$ ‘, H$ -“I. 
Let us now define the free trace operators f&(A) of Go,, for +A > 1 
by 
f&(A) = (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’47’0((A2 - 1)/2) 
x[(l + 2H,,)1’2 + 1A1]1’2P,. (3.4) 
The adjoint is then given by 
fog* (A) = (1/2)P,((A2 - 1)/2)1’4[(1 + ~IYZ,,)"~ + lAl]1'2 
. Z-,*((A2 - 1)/2). 
We have f&(A) E LS(H$~, A,), f&*(A) E &I( I,, Hi’ -“>. Set 
fc&) = 
%(A) for A > 1 
fid A) for A < -1. 
Then &,(A) = I?&(A)~,,‘,,(A), so @t&A)) ,h,, r yield a spectral representa- 
tion of Ha, on L2(( - m, - 1) U (1, m); II,). From this we obtain a spectral 
representation of Ha, by means of the Foldy-Wouthuysen transforma- 
tion. 
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Let q(A, 5) = [(l + t2)1/2 + (A]]‘/2; then 
TOG(A) = (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’44(A2 - 1)/2)“*)4(U)5-‘,. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The trace operator 7’,,(A) for the free Dirac operator 
is given by 
T&(A) = (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’4y,(((A2 - 1)/2)“2) 
4(U+='+G E @(H?", 114) (3.5) 
TOD(A) = 
! 
T,+,(A) for A > 1 
T,-,(A) for A < - 1’ 
The adjoint Tt,F(A) is given by 
T,‘,(A) = G*(1/2)P,F*((A* - 1)/2)1’4q(A,5) 
xy,*(((A2 - 1)/2)“2) E @(A,, Hi’-‘). 
We have the identity E;,(A) = G* * &,(A) . G = T&(A) . To,(A), SO 
(T,,(A)) yields a spectral representation of Ha, on L2((-w, - 1) u 
(1, w); A,). 
In order to obtain the LAP for H, we need to identify singular points, 
defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.3. For A E (-co, - 1) U (1,~) we set 
N,(A) = (4 E H$“]4 + I’oR,o(A f i(A/IA])Oh$ = O], 
C,= {A E (-a~, -1) U (l,dlN,(A) + to)), 
M(A) = ('I' E H;l(H, - AN = 0). 
LEMMA 3.4 (Agmon [Ag],). Let f E Hi7’ and assume: T,(pu)f = 0 for 
some p > 0. Then R& + iO)f E Hl+*,‘-‘. 
THEOREM 3.5. N+(A) = N-(A) and N,(A) are isomorphic to M(A) uiu 
the maps 
&CA) 3d +ROD (A f  i(h/lAl)O)$~ = 'I' EM(A) 
M(A) EJ’P++= -VD’4’ E N,(A). 
COROLLARY 3.6. IE * = a,(H,) IT I( - w, - 1) U (1,~)). 
Proof. Since G is a bicontinuous map of Hi*’ onto Hif)’ for all 
t, s E R, it suffices to prove-the theorem in the diagonal representation, 
i.e., with Ho, replaced by Ho, and V,, by vD = GVDG-‘. We omit the 
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proof of this. It is proved using Lemma 3.4 and a bootstrap argument, 
following the method of the proof of the corresponding theorem for 
Schriidinger operators given by Kuroda [Ku]. 
Remark 3.7. The assumption (Vnf, f ) E [w for f E Hi’ A-S is used only 
to prove the inclusion N,(h) c M(h). Thus, M(h) G N+(A) n N-(A) also 
for I’,, non-symmetric, and M(A) = N+(A) = N-(A) for V, symmetric. 
For Vi, non-symmetric we have examples where this does not hold. Thus 
if V(z,> is a complex-dilated potential and A,, is a resonance, where the 
dilation-angle z,, is such that A, lies on the spectrum, then M(A,) = 
N-(A,) = 0 while N+(A,) is isomorphic to the space of resonance func- 
tions. Here Definition 3.3 is extended in an obvious way to the complex- 
dilated operators H(z ). 
Using Theorem 3.5 we can prove, following Kuroda [Ku]: 
THEOREM 3.8. u,(H,) f~ (( - 03, - 1) u (1, a~)} consists of eigenvalues 
with jinite-dimensional eigenspace, accumulating at most at + 1 and - 1. 
From (A,) and Theorems 3.5-3.8 there follows 
THEOREM 3.9. The following limits exist for A E {( - 03, - 1) U (1, a)} \ 
u,(H,) in the uniform operator topology of G%H+$“, H$ -“), uniformly on 
compact sets : 
R,(A + i0) = EtyOR,(A + ie) 
= R&A k iO)(l + V,,R,,(A f iO))-‘. 
4. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
As in the case of the Schrodinger operator, asymptotic completeness of 
the wave operators follows from the LAP of Section 3. We formulate this 
in terms of the perturbed trace operator T,,,(A) defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Trace operator for Dirac. For A E (C-00, - 1) U 
(1, =J)I \ a$ H,), 
T,,(A) = T,,,(A)(l - V,R,(A + i(A/lAl)O)) E B(H4”2s, Aa). (4.1) 
We have Tc ,(A) E &%A,, Hi7 -“I, and 
E’,(A) = (l/2ir){RD(A + i0) - R,(A - i0)) = TG,(A)T,,(A). 
(4.4 
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Thus, (T,,+(A)) as well as {To-(A)), A E ((-03, - 1) U (l,m)}\a,(H,), 
yield spectral representations of the absolutely continuous part HD,,, of 
H, on L2((-m, -1) U km); AJ. 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) The operators FD *, defined for f E Z4, ac n HT ’ by 
(F,,f )(A, ‘> = 'D,(*)f, * E ((-9 -1) u (WI q(HD), 
extend uniquely to bounded operators mapping S#?&+ isometrically onto 
L2(( - m, - 1) U (1,m); II,). 
(ii) The scattering matrix S,(A) tk the unitary operator on A, defined 
for A E {(-m, - 1) U (l,m))\a,(H) by 
SD(A)TD-(A) = T,+(A)* 
(iii) S,(A) is given explicitly by 




S,‘(A) = 1 + 2riT,,,(A)(V, - VDRD(A -i(A/IAI) . O)Vo)T&(A). 
(4.4) 
For our analysis of resonances an important result is the existence of an 
analytic extension of S,(A) for S,-dilation-analytic potentials, i.e., for 
potentials Vn satisfying the condition 
(AJ V,(p) = %(p>VD%(p- ‘) has a 4( Hi’ -‘, H> “)-valued analytic 
extension from R+ to S, = (21 1 Arg 2 I < (~1, 0 < (Y I r/2. 
THEOREM 4.3, Assume that V, satisfies (A,)-(A,); then S,(A) has a 
meromorphic extension from (- m, - l>-U&m)+ to the region 1-T”) U 
T,, where T, = {m I IArg zl < (~1. The poles of S,(A) lies in 
( - T, n C’} u {T, n C-) and coincide with the resolvent resonances 
of H,. 
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Proof. Consider h > 1 and denote by S&(h) the operator S,(h) for 
A > 1. Introducing (3.5) into (4.3) we obtain, setting p = dm 
and using Y&I) = Y~W%(P)~-~~~, 
S;(h) = 1 - (7ri/2) .~-~y~(l)~(p-‘)q(A,S)~~+G 
x ( VD - V,,R,( A + iO)V,)G* 
x P+~*q(A,S)~*(P-l)Y~tl) 
zz 
1 - (ni/2)P^‘yo(l)q(\/~,p-‘I)SP,G(p-’) 
x(v,(P-‘) - V,(p-‘)RD(F17 is= + io)v,(P-1)) 
x G*(p-‘)P+Sr*q(~~,p-‘S)ybL(l). (4.5) 
Consider 
RD( p-l, JGg + io) 
= R&-l, 4s p + iO)(l + V&q 
.R,,( p-l, dz + iO))-I. (4.6) 
Recall that 
R,,(( p-l, 4s + i0) 
= (l/2)( H,,(p-‘) + A)&,( 6 p2 + io) 




By (4.71, R&p-‘, d-i01 has a holomorphic @(H?‘, Hil-“)-val- 
ued extension to S,, given by 
R&t-l, m + i0) 
,$aja/axj+p+m 
I 
* te2 - R,(l + i0) (4.8) 
j=l 
and, hence, R,(p-‘, d- + iO>, by (4.6) and (4.81, has a meromor- 
phic L#( H?“, Hi’ -“)-valued extension to S,, obtained by replacing p by z 
in (4.6). Here we have used (A,)-(A,) and the analytic Fredholm theo- 
rem. By Lemma 2.3, G(p-‘1 has an analytic L@(HT”)-valued and G*(p-‘) 
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has a L3(H4 ‘,-“)-valued extension to S,. Also, q(h, ~~‘6) = [dv 
+ A]‘/~ has an analytic &?(H$ -9valued and a L&H’, -“)-valued exten- 
sion to S,, and it follows from (4.5) that SG< T-+ 1 + 2p > has a meromor- 
phic extension to S,, obtained by replacing p by z in (4.5). 
Clearly, the poles of S&(4=) are contained in the set of poles of 
the analytic continuation of R,(p-i, dz + iO), and it is shown as 
in [BaJ1 that these poles are identical with the (dilation-analytic) resolvent 
resonances of H,, located in C-. From this the theorem follows for 
A E (1, m). The case of (-03, - 1) is similar and we find resonances in @+. 
Remark 4.4. S;‘(h) = S;(A) h as a meromorphic extension from 
(-co, - l)+u(l,m)- to (--T,) u T,, given by S;(h). The poles lie in 
{( - T,) fl C -) u {T, n C’} and are complex conjugates of the poles of 
S,(A). They are culled anti-resonances. On (--co, - 1) U (1, m), S,(A) is 
regular. 
5. EXTENDED LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE 
We now establish for the Dirac operator the ELAP proved in [Ba-Sk] 
from the Schrijdinger operator. For this we make the additional assump- 
tion, 
(A,) V,(k) = eikrVDeeikr E 6UZ,‘,-“, H?“) for all k E C, where 
Bik’{ fJi”= 1 = {d”‘fJ;= 1. 
Note that (A,) follows from (A,) if I’ is multiplicative. We define 
H,(k), H&k), and H,(k) by 
Ho(k) = eikrHOeeik’, H,,(k) = eikrH,,De-ikr, 
HD(k) =HOD(k) + I/,ck) 
with the resolvents 
R,(k,T) = (f&,(k) - 771-l for 77 E ~(fh(k)) 
R,,(k,~) = (4,(k) - s>-’ = (l/2) . (&D(k) + l> 
-R,(k (l’ - 1)/z) for 5 E p( 4,D(k)). 
It is known from the Schrijdinger case, that for k = a + ib, 
a(H,,(k)) = Yb = (q2/21 IImTl I lbl} 
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and, hence, 
p(H,,( k)) = {5l(P - q/2 6 9bl. 
The following limits exist in the uniform operator topology of 
@3(H:“, Hj* -9, uniformly for k in compact subsets of (a=+ \ IO]: 
R,+(k) = l&R,(k,(l/Z)(k + i~)~/2). 
Moreover, the function R;(k) is analytic in C+ and continuous in 
OF \ {O). Also, 
R,+(k) = eikrR,(k,(1/2)k2 + iO)eWik’ fork E I&!*. 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) The following limits exist in the uniform operator topol- 
ogy of a( H40’ ‘, H$ -’ ) for A E C1, uniformly on compact sets, 
R,+,(A) = C$OR,,(k,sq[(k + ie)2 + I]) = (H,,(k) + A)Rl(k). 
Here k = (A2 - 1)1/2, and the square root sq[(k + i&j2 + l] is defined by 
lim Ed +,, sq[(k + ial2 + l] = A. 
(ii> The function R&,(A) is analytic in C, and continuous on 6, with 
the boundary values 
R,&(A) = e”‘R,,( A f iO)epik’ forA E (-03, -l).u(l,m),, 
wherek>OforAE(- m, -l)-u(l,m)+ and k < 0 for A E C--m, -11, 
U(l, m>-. 
We now consider the ELAP for the resolvent R,(A). By (A,) and 
Lemma 5.1, VD((A2 - 1)‘/2)R,‘,(A) is an analytic function of A E C, and 
continuous on cr. The singular points on (1, tQ)+ and (--co, - 1) f are 
identified with o&H,) n {( - cQ, - 1) U (1, m)] by Theorem 3.5, and the 
singular points in @r are identified with the discrete eigenvalues of H, in 
the same way as for the Schrijdinger operator [Ba-Sk]. The result is 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A,, E C,. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A, is a discrete eigenvalue of H, 
(ii) &‘(l + V,<(At - 1>‘/2)R,‘,(A,>) f (O}. 
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From Theorem 3.5 and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.3. 
of $(H, 9 
The following limits exist in the uniform operator topology 
‘pS Hj7 -“) for A E C, \ u,(HD), uniformly on compact subsets: 
R;(h) = JnoR,(k,sq((k + ie)2 + 1)) 
= &&(A)(1 + VD((A2 - l)1’2)R;o(A))-1. 
l??(A) is meromorphic in C, with poles at u,(H,) and continuous on 
C,\o,(H,). 
We proceed to establish the analytic extension to C, of the trace 
operators defined in Section 3. For A E ( - to, - l), U (1, m)+ u ( - m, - l>- 
u(l,m)- we set T&(A) = To,,(A)eik’, where T,,,(A) is given by (3.5) and 
k = (A2 - 1)l12. Thus, for A > 1, 
T&(A) = (1/2)(k/~)1’Zyo(k/~)q(A,S)~P+Ge’k’ 
= T,( k)emikrF*q( A, 5) FeikrP+eeikrGeikr, 
where T,(k) = (1/2Xk/ fi)‘/‘yo(k/ fi)Feikr E @(Hi”2,S, A,). 
From the case of the Schrodinger operator it is known [Ba-Sk], that 
T:(A) has an analytic extension to C,, continuous on tl. It is easy to see 
that 
,-ikrFeq(A,[)Feikr = e-ikr[(l + ~~~~~~~ + A]1’2eikr 
has a @(HT”, H;‘/*,“)-valued analytic extension to C,. 
We claim that eeikrGeikr has an analytic, @(H$“)-valued extension to 
C,. This follows from the fact that G(t) is a bounded, real analytic 
function of 5 E lR3 and hence evik’Geik’ is a bounded function of 
e -ikrvxeikr = V, + ikx/r. This remains an operator in LB(HT”) for all 
k E C. For A < - 1 we replace P, by P-. We have established 
LEMMA 5.4. T,&(A) has an analytic @(H?“, L&valued and (T&)*(A) 
has an analytic B( I,, Hi* -“)-valued e+nsion from (-co, l), U ( - m, l)- 
U(l,m)+U(l,m)- to C,, continuous on C,. 
DEFINITION 5.5. T:(A) = T&(AXl - V,R&(A)) for A E c, \o,(H& 
THEOREM 5.6. T;(A) is a meromorphic, @<H$“, L&valued function 
on C, with poles at o,(H,), continuous on C, \ o-JH,), such that 
T,X(A) = TD+(A)eik’ forh E {(--a, -I)- utLm)+) ‘~,(ffd 
T,X(A) = T,-(A)eik’ forh E {(-a, -l)+u(l,m)-} \a,(Ho), 
where T,,(A) are given by (4.1). 
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On the basis of Theorems 5.3 and 5.6 we can prove the following results 
on the analytic continuation of resolvent and S-matrix using the method 
developed for the Schrijdinger operator [BaSkI. 
THEOREM 5.7. Assume that V,,, satisfies (AI)- and that V,,, is an 
operator satisfying (A,) and 
(A,) V,, E 8(Z>,-‘, Z40,b) for some b > 0. 
Let V,, = V,,, + V,,. Then 
(i) II,([) has a &9(Z405b, 
R,([) from C, across (- 
G%$ -b)-valued meromorphic continuation 
00, - l)- ~(1, a)+ into the region @;U 6, 
where c is bounded by (1, m)+ and the curves 
15~ = 5 = (1 + (t - ib)‘)‘/ft E Iw-) 
( 
8, = (6 = (1 + s2e-2’~)1’21s > 0) 
while @; is bounded by (-- m, - l)- and the curves (- -8r) and (- 8,). 
(ii> The S-matrix S,(h) has a 9% A,)-valued, meromorphic extension 
S,(h) from (-a, -l)-U&co)+ to @‘U 8;. 
(iii) The poles of I?([) and s(S) coincide and are of the same order. 
Simjlarly, I?,,([) has a &%Z?‘, G%$ -b)-valued meromorphic continua- 
tion R,(l) from @r across (- m, - l>+U(l, w>- into the region e U 6. 
J’he inverse S-matrix S,‘(A) has a $I( d&valued, meromorphic extension 
s,‘(h) from c--03, - l>+u(l, a>- into the region 6 U a;, and the poles 
of R,(A) and iG'(A> coincide and are of the same order. They are 
conjugates of the poles of Z?:,(A) and $,(A). 
6. RESONANCES AND RESONANCE FUNCTIONS 
The poles of &,(A) are called resonances and those of &‘(A) anti-reso- 
nances. We define the resonance functions associated with a resonance A, 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let A, be a resonance of H,, and let l7 be a closed 
curve in flu 8; separating A, 
-(1/2i~)~,~.,(A) dh E 9<Z4 OTb 
from other resonances. Set PA, = 
X41~-b>. (We omit the reference to A, 
if there is no ambiguity.) The space’ F of resonance functions is defined by 
.F= {f E L%‘( P)I (H, - A,)f = 0) c 22, -b. 
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The space F of anti-resonance functions is defined by 
F= {g E LqP*)I(HD - ;i,)g = 0) c ayb. 
As in the case of the Schrijdinger operator we have 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A, be a resonance of H,. Then &‘($;‘(A,,)) =I 9, 
the isomorphism being given by 
M(i$(A,)) 3 u + T;(h,)a =f E 9 
and ,Y(,!?,(?;,)) = y, the komolphism being given by 
-,y( AD 3 T -+ T;(~,)T = g E p. 
We now adapt a result of Parisse [Pa] about the dimension of the 
resonance space in our context to prove 
THEOREM 6.3. Let y0 be a resonance of H,. Let us assume that V, k 
diagonal and real i.e., commuting with the operator of complex conjugation 
I’). Then the resonance space P-defined above is of even dimension. 
Let us introduce the anti-linear operator K defined by 
l-u (6-l) 
which has the following properties: 
K2= -I (6.2) 
K commutes with H,, and H,. VW 
For technical reasons it will be easier to work with the scattering matrix 
and to use the isomorphism given by Theorem 6.2. So we have to transfer 
the properties of K and H, at the level of the scattering matrix. We first 
start to study the free case. 
The free case. Let us recall first the formulae 
9T = CrF, (6.4) 
where I: is the operator defined by 
GG(43 = 4 -0 
K = q 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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with 
(6.7) 
From (6.3) we obtain 
KR,,( A * i0) = I?,,( A ,iO)K; KR,(A * i0) = R,(A,iO)K. (6.8) 
Let us consider now the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation G which goes 
from X4 into Z4. 
Let us first note the following relations between the Pauli matrices: 
aju2 = ( - l)ja20j (P = a4) (6.9) 
ajP=Pcuj ifj#2 and a,r = -l-a2 (6.10) 
Pa.[K= -Kf!a..if (6.11) 
GK = F-%‘srK = F-‘&KY= F-‘CK(&)F 
KG = KF-‘eF= SC-‘CK@)F, 
which give the commutation property for the Foldy-Wouthuysen trans- 
form: 
GK=KG. (6.12) 
Let us now consider the trace operators; in the free case we have proved 
in Section 3 (see (3.5)) (for A > 1, to treat one case>: 
T,,,(A) = (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’4vo(~~)~(A,S)P+~~. 
Then we have 
T,,,(A)K = (l/2)(@’ - 1)/2)“4yo(~~)~(A,S)P+~~K 
= (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’4&/~)q(A,[)P+&K9 
= (1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)1’4yo(\)~(A,S)P+ZK~rFF 
= CK(1/2)((A2 - 1)/2)““y~(~~lo/z)q(h,5)P,69 
= ZKT,,( A). 
Let us introduce: K = ZK which operates on k4 (Z is well defined on k 
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or n4). So we obtain 
TcildA)K = &D(A) (6.13) 
and we have an analogous formula for the adjoint T$*,. 
The general cusc. Let us now study the properties of commutation of 
the scattering matrix or of the trace operators with K in the general case. 
We recall some formulae of the preceding sections: 
T,+(A) = T&)(1 - m,(A zk i(A/lAl) * 0)). 
We deduce from the preceding relations: 
(6.14) 
T;(A)K = XT;(A) (6.15) 
S,(A)-? = Z&,(A). (6.16) 
All these formulae are obtained for A real (A > 1). 
Now according to Theorem 5.7, the relations (6.15) and (6.16) can be 
extended to eb+u @;, 
i,‘(x)k = &(A) forAEcUq, (6.17) 
and we have 
&,(A)* = j,'(x). (6.18) 
If A is a resonance let us denote by Jyh the space J’&‘(A)) and by x* 
the corresponding J#‘($,(~)) introduced in Theorem 6.2. These two 
spaces are in bijective correspondence with F and F Let us also denote 
by MArn the space JI/“(,!?~‘(A)), corresponding to the generalized (finite- 
dimeqsional) kernel of $;‘(A) and 7~~ the analogue corresponding to 
JI/“(S,(~)). Then MAW is the range of the projection rTTh defined by 
(1/2i4j,(SD(A)-’ - [)-‘d p, where y is a path surrounding 0 and 
separating 0 from the other eigenvalues (this is possible because S,(A)-' 
has the form I + compact). 
In the same way we introduce the operator ii;i whose range is xx-. 
Then we obtain from (6.17), 
i?# = R7rA, (6.19) 
which shows in particular that R sends M;” onto 2~~. Let us also 
observe that 
TA * = *- A’ (6.20) 
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Let us now introduce c$~ a basis of JAW (in k4). Then there exists a 
dual basis +j in k4 such that 
TA” = Cj("l$j)4j- (6.21) 
Then we deduce immediately from (6.21) (see, for example, [He-Sil for this 
classical argument) that 
(4kl+j) = 'j/c (since 7~~4~ = 4,) (6.22) 
and that 
ej is a basis for xx-. (6.23) 
The scalar product here is in A4. 
Let us now compute the matrix of I? considered as an operator from 
MAW onto 7~~ in the corresponding bases c$~ and Gj. This matrix is given 
by 
( g4j14k) (6.24) 
and an explicit computation gives that 
the matrix Rij is antisymmetric. (6.25) 
As observed by B. Parisse [Pa], this implies that the dimension of Y*“’ is 
even. For our problem we need the more general theorem due to B. 
Parisse: 
THEOREM 6.4. Let E, I? be two complex finite-dimensional vector spaces. 
Let us assume that there exists a nondegenerate sesquilinear form on E x I? 
denoted by ( , >. We assume also the existence of 3? and 9 s. t. J? is an 
invertible antilinear operator from E onto E such that V u E E, V v E E, we 
have (u, TV) = -(v, 25’~). 9 is a linear nilpotent operator from E onto 
E and if 23 is the adjoint defined by 
(Su,u> = (u,gv), VUEE,QVE~, 
we have 5%X= 39, Then Ker .@ is of even dimension for every i E N. 
We can apply the theorem with E = MT, l? = TXw, ( ’ , * > induced by 
the scalar product of L,, 9 = $(A)-‘, J?= l& We then observe that 
MA = Ker9, and applying the theorem with i = 1, we obtain Theorem 
6.3. 
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Remark 6.5. Theorem 6.4, in view of (6.17) and (6.18) implies more 
generally that dim &‘(,!?(A)-‘) is even for i = 1,. . . , N - 1, where N is 
the order of A as a pole of i(p). However, only for i = 1 do we have a 
simple interpretation of &‘($A)-‘) as given by Theorem 6.2. 
7. THE NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT c + m 
We introduce in this section again the parameter c (keeping h = 1 and 
m = 1) and we will study the behavior as c + m of the scattering matrix 
attached to the Dirac equation: 
H,,, = (c/i) 5 CU~C?,~ + /3c2. 
i i j=l 
(7.1) 
To normalize correctly as c + m, let us recall some definitions (following 
Hunziker [Hu] and references there): 
DEFINITION 7.1. 
HAD = Ho, - c2; H;,=H,-c2 (7.2) 
R;,(5) = (HhD - l>-‘; R’,(l) = (H;, - S>-’ (7.3) 
(sometimes we shall write Rb,([, c) or R’&, c) to recall the dependence 
on c) 
S’,( A, c)denotes the scattering matrix of the pair( HA,, Hb) . (7.4) 
Of course, we have: a,(Hb) = a,(HiD) = (-co, - 2c2] U [0, m) and the 
negative part of the spectrum “tends” as c + m to --o). Let us observe 
that we have for A > 0, 
R&,( A + i0, c) = (Ho, + A + c~)(~c~)-~R,([(A~ + 2Ac2)/2c2] + i0) 
(7.5) 
R’,(A +iO,c) =Rb,(A +iO,c)(l + V,*Rb,(A +iO,c))-’ (7.6) 
TAD(A,c) = Y~(P) *P~‘~(~c)-’ 
x 9-((c4 + ~c~H,)I’~ + y + c2) 1’2F’+G( c), (7.7) 
where 
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p = [(1\2/(2C?)) + All’* (73 
Tb(h,c) = T;,(h,c)(l - Vo*R,(A +c2+i0,c)) (7.9) 
$,(A+) = 1 - 2~C&,(h,c) 
x(V, - V,, *R,(A 
We assume that V,, is of the form: 
v, = “ot 
( 
We set 
x+= P+cz, Ho+ = Hop+, 
+ c2i0, c) . I$$‘&( A, c). (7.10) 
0 
1 v- . 
(7.11) 
H+= HP+= H;+ I/+, (7.12) 
where P, is defined after (3.3). We have identified in a natural way the 
operators H,+ and H+ with the operators H,+ IX+ and H+ IStY+. 
We let x = c-l and replace c by x-i in the above formulae, 
%,(A, x) = Ye(P) * (~/2)‘/~.q(l/4) + (1/2)~*K,)“~ 
+((A/2)x* + (1/2))“2P+G(x-‘), (7.13) 
where (with some obvious change of notations) 
p = p(A, x) = ((A*/~)x* + A)“’ (7.14) 
I?;,( A + i0, x) 
= ((x,2i)[jlaj;i] + P++(A/l)x*jZ?.(* + (A/2)x2 + i0) 
(7.15) 
Tb(A,x) = 7’&,(A,x)(l - V, *R’,(A + iO,x)) (7.16) 
S',(A,x) =3-2~iT&,(A,x)(l/,-V,,.R’,(A+iO,x)*V,)T&(A,x). 
(7.17) 
Let us now introduce some notations, 
@a = (z E Cl - a < Arg z < 0} 
Bb = {CIRe z > 0, -b < Im z < 0) 
@at;= @),‘n Bz, (7.18) 
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where em2 = 6Yzo. For K > 0, we also introduce eaTb, K = @a?j6 n (lzl < K). 
Then we shall prove 
THEOREM 7.2. Assume that V, = V,, + V,,, satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 5.7 for some pair (cq b) and (7.11). Then, for each (p, c> s.t. 
0 < p < CY, 0 < c < b, and each K > 0, there exists r > 0 s.t. for each x s.t. 
1x1 < r, the map h + ,!&(A, x) admits a meromorphic extension &Cl, x) 
from 0 < A < K to &, K c C-. For each 5 E RfU c,6 (C not a reso- 
nance of W), we have 
%<s, x)-‘x-o f,(l) = S+(l)p++ P-7 (7.19) 
where ,!?+([> is the analytically extended scattering matrix of (Hl, H+) and 
p + are the projections in A, corresponding to P *. Moreover, r can be 
chosen such that the function $4, x) defined by 
w, x) = 
i 
QL x) for x > 0 
loo for x = 0 
(7.20) 
is, for fied C in $,I,, an analytic function of x for 1x1 < r. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. (1) Consider first HD, = Ho, + V,,. We have 
(see (7.17), (7.131, and (4.5)) 
Sb,(A,x) = 1 - 7riy,(l)p(x)-‘((l/4) + (1/2)p2x2~2)1’2 
+((h/2)x2 + (1/2))“*FP+G((x .p)-‘) 
x(v,l(P-‘) - VD~(P-~)%(P-‘, A + io, x)V&-‘)) 
xG*((x y1-~)P+F”((1/4) + (1/2)p*~*t*)~‘* 
+(0/‘4x* + W))“*YX% (7.21) 
where 
R’,,,(p-‘, A + i0, x) 
= R&,(p-‘, A + i0, x)(1 + V,,, * Ro,(p-‘, A + i0, x))-’ (7.22) 
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and 
Ro,(p-‘, A + io, x) 
= ( (x,2ip)!~~aj~x,) + (2P++ AX~),[(hX~~ + 2A])R,(l + io>. 
(7.23) 
From this we obtain, as x --f 0, 
p(h, x) + A”* = p(J (7.24) 
R&p-‘, A + i0, x) + A-‘&(1 + iO)P+ in a( Hf,S, Hi’ -“) 
(7.25) 
R’,,(p-‘,A + i0, ) x + A-‘&(1 + iO)P+(l + A-‘V+R,(l + iO)P+)-’ 
in a( Hj”, Hi,-‘) (7.26) 
and observe that the r.h.s. of (7.26) can also be written as R+(p{‘, pi + 
iO)P+ where R+(p,‘, pi + i0) is the resolvent attached to H++ Y’, 
&,(A, x) -+ 1 - rriy,(1)p;2FI’+ 
qb&,‘) - b&G’)~+(P,‘7 Pi + ql/,,(PL?)) 
. p+~*Y;(l) 
= S;,( A, x)P++ P- in a( A,), (7.27) 
where S&(A, x) is the scattering matrix of (Hl, H:). 
Here to justify (7.27) we observe that 
= exp{Pa * 5 * 15l-‘(4i)-‘Log((l + ixpl5l)/(l - ~plll))) 
tends to I as x tends to 0. Now for Ix&)1 < 1 - 6 (6 > 0) and 151 = 1, 
G(,$, (x * p>-‘) is analytic in x and bounded in x and 5. Hence the 
operator-valued function y,(l)P+&, (x * p>-‘> with values in 
B(HT”, k4) is analytic in x. It then follows that &,,(A, x) is analytic in x 
for Ixp(x)l < 1, and (7.27) is proved. 
Let us determine now the region of analytic extension of &,(A, XI. This 
is the region B,(x) bounded by the curves [w+ and: 
&y(x): f =x-$1 + 2xzzy2 - 11, 2 = pe+, p > 0. 
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As x tends to 0, -L?:(x) tends to: (5 = z2 = p2e-2ia, p > 0) = @2u. We 
finally obtain that for p < (Y and K > 0 there exists r > 0 s.t., for each x 
in 1x1 < r, the region of analytic extension of &,(A, X) intersecting with 
151 < K contains 82p. The same proof now works for p,<S, xl, and the 
results of the theorem in the case where Vu2 = 0 are clear. 
(2) Consider next the scattering matrix S&&l of the pair (Hb,, Hb). 
For 5 E Oa’,“, $,, i2@, X> is given for x > 0 (small enough) by 
9& 12( 5, x) = 1 - 24;,( 5, x)( v,,2 - &&,( 5, 4v,,)f;*,(r, x), 
where 
+;D( 5, x, = s;,( I, x)T;;,( - 5, x, 
pD( 5, x) = R’,( 5, x) + 2rif&(f, x) - flD( 5, x). 
Here T;,({, x) = 7’;;([, x)eeikr E L8(X4b, A,), where T$c, x> is defined 
as in Section 5 (cf. Definition 5.5 and Theorem 6.6). 
It now follows from the formulas of Section 5 that for x -+ 0, 
T;:(Lx) + T,P+ in L~(H~T’, A4) 
and, hence, 
R’,(!z, x) + d+(l)p+ in &9(Zdb, X-.2 4 1, 
where T:(l) and R’(5) are the analytically extended trace operators of 
Hc and analytically continued resolvent Z?+(l) of H+, respectively. This 
in turn implies that for x + 0, 
%,,,(S,x) -+ 1 - 2pifl(i)(vl- T/:iiXS)V:)TF(i) = $,(~‘)P++P-, 
where ,!&,CLJ> is the analytically extended scattering matrix of (H:, H+). 
Also, from the expression for pD,i2(5, x> it follows that the function 
SD i2(l, x) extended at x = 0 by S,,(J)p+ +p- is analytic in the neigh- 
borhood of 0. 
(3) It now follows from (1) and (2) by the chain rule $,<l, x> = 
pn, &, x1$&, X) that for X + 0 
where $<[> is the analytically extended scattering matrix of (Hz, H+) and 
pn<l, x> extended at x = 0 by &[)p+ + p- is analytic in the neighbor- 
hood of 0. 
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Let us consider now the problem of the analytic@ of the resonances as 
functions of x = c-l. We observe that analogously we can construct a 
meromorphic extension $- ‘(I, x) of S-‘(h). Then we have to consider the 
set 2 of pairs (5, x) s.t. the kernel of $-‘(c, x) is different from 0. Let 
c&j, x,) E c. 
Let us consider in a sufficiently small neighborhood I/ of (lo, x0) the 
projection P([, x) = (1/2i7r)@‘(5, x) - CL)-’ dp on the algebraic 
eigenspace corresponding to the small eigenvalues of f-l<{, x), where y is 
a suitable path surrounding 0. 
Let U(l, x) be the operator defined by ff(J, x) = P({, x)P(&, x0) + 
(I - P(b, x)XZ - m,, x,)) which intertwines P(C, x) and P(&,, x,,). 
U([, x) is invertible in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (lo, x,) which 
we can assume to be identical with I/. 
Denote by A(l, x) the operator: &, x) = U(l, x)-‘s-‘(l, x)U({, x). 
The range of P(&, xO)A&, is stable under A(l, x) and we set A@, x) 
= Al, xv<, *(, which we identify with an n X n matrix. 
Then (I, x) E C if and only if d(l, x) := det A(l, x) = 0. Moreover, 
d([, x) is a holomorphic function in I’. Moreover, let us observe that there 
exists a smallest integer m s.t. (@/a()“dX&,, x0) # 0 due to the fact that 
&, x,) (and A-‘(5, x,)) is a meromorphic function of 5 with a pole 
precisely at the point &. 
By the Weierstrass preparation theorem (cf. [OS]), d((, x) can be written 
in the form 
d(O) = ((Y - S,)” +A,(x)(l- idm-’ + *-- +A,(x))fi(Lx), 
where AJx) is analytic at x0 with A,(x,) = 0, i = 1,. . . , m, while a((, x) 
is analytic in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (lo, x0) which we can 
assume to be identical with I/ and !A({, x) f 0 in v. 
By a well-known theorem (used, for example, in [Ka]) there exists r > 0 
such that for 0 < lx - x01 < r the equation d(l, x) = 0 determines one or 
several branches of one or several analytic functions l&x) (see [Bau] for a 
detailed study). We have proved, in particular, 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that V,, = V,,, + V,, satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 5.7 and (7.11). Then the resonances of H;(x) are analytic in x near 
each point of [0,03>, except for at mosi a d&Crete set o. 
Remark 7.4. Theorem 7.3 generalizes to the case of resonances the 
earlier results on eigenvalues proved by [Ve, Hu, G-N-P]. Of course, in 
that case by Rellich’s theorem they obtained the analytic&y in x of the 
eigenvalues, but it is proved in the last reference that they are in fact 
analytic functions of x2 in the neighborhood of 0. In the situation of the 
above theorem, it is also true if fE U. This foilows immediately from the 
observation that the matrix p intertwines H,(c) and H,( - c). But we can 
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also follow the proof of [G-N-P] to obtain that the matrix A(5, X> and 
therefore d([, X) is, in fact, a function of y = x2: c&, y> = d(S, x). 
This permits us, in particular, to prove in the case of m = 2 at a point 
(&,, 0), where the multiplicity is not constant around 0, that the two roots 
are in fact analytical functions of X. In the general case, we can only say 
that we have Puiseux expansions in fractional powers of x2 (cf., for 
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